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Abstract 
Odlyzko (1992) has derived explicit bounds for summatory functions of the coefficients of a univariate generating 
function in terms of the generating function and its derivatives. We present a generalization of these bounds to 
multivariate generating functions. These bounds are also explicit and can thus be applied uniformly to sets of generating 
functions. 
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1. Introduction 
Given a sequence (a,[ n E Z >,,) of nonnegative real numbers, we can construct the generating 
function 
f(x) = c a,x”. 
IId0 
Consider the summatory function of this sequence, 
Obviously, for all 0 < x d 1, we have 
p(y) < 1 unxn-y < 1 L&&-y =f(x)x_Y. 
O<n<y n 
Taking the minimum of the right-hand side over x then gives an upper bound for p(y). In [2], 
Odlyzko derives a lower bound for p(y) in terms of f and its derivatives. This bound is like those 
from Tauberian theorems, but it is explicit, by which we mean that it does not involve unknown or 
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The upper bound is then trivial, since 
es(%) = cx a e --s.x 2 1 a,e-“‘” 2 C a,. 
X X90 X90 
For the lower bound, let 
j(x) = e-so~x-p~.X 1 _ ‘f ,-Qiy;x+Q,ai 
i=l > 
forsomem,a,f’,Ql, . . ..Q.,,,YI, . . . . IL&, . . . . 6, to be determined later. Then, since all the a,‘s are 
nonnegative, 
1 a,j(x) G (maxj(x)) 1 a,. 
X X j(x) > 0 
This inequality will eventually yield our lower bound. 
Let all the Qi’s be positive, and let 
R = {.x E Z”jy,*~ 2 6i, i = 1, ..a ,m}. 
Then j(x) 2 0 only in R, so 
and, since j(x) d e-sO’x-pPa’x, 
c a, 2 min eSo.x + pa’x 1 a,j(x). 
XER ( XER > X 
Also, we can expand Cxax j(x) in terms of F(s) = eg(“’ to write 
c a, > 
XER ( 
mineSO’X+Pa’x 
XER >( 
@(sO+pa) _ f eQ,h + sh + Pa + QorJ (3) 
i=l 
We will make a and the 7;s unit vectors, and fix P and the Qls so that IPI d r and 1 PI + Qi < r, 
i = 1, . . . , m. This will ensure that )I Pa II < r and that 11 Pa + QiYi 11 < r for all i. We can then expand 
g(sO + x) in a Taylor’s series around 0 to get 
for some h E [0, 11. If we recall that Vg Is,, = 0, and use (1) to bound the remainder term, it follows 
that, for i = 1, . . . , m, 
lg(So + Pa + QiYi) - S(So) - $h(Pa + QiYi, Pa + QiYi)l G 4, 
and that 
lg(so + Per) - g(so) - W’a, Pall d 3. 
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Here h(x, y) = xTHy is the bilinear form associated with the Hessian H of g at so. Substituting these 
bounds into (3), we then have the lower bound 
c a, 2 min eQx + Pa.x exp(g(so) + @(Pa, Pa) - 3) 
XER XER 
- igl exp(Qih + g(So) + i!h(Pa + QiYi, Pa + QiYi) + i)}. (4) 
For this bound to imply our desired result, we must select the 7;s and 6;s such that R is 
contained in {x E Z” 1 x d O}. Let u1 = (l/J%, . . . , I/&)‘, and let v2, . . . , u, be unit vectors such 
that (ur, v2, . . . , u,} is an orthonormal basis for [w”. Then we take m = 2n, yzi_ 1 = Vi and yzi = - Vi 
for i = 1, . . . ,n,61=-q,82=s,and&=84= ..a = 6, = - 6. (We will fix 6, E, and q later.) R is 
then the set of all integer vectors x = cl= 1 qiui such that - E 2 q1 2 - 9, Iq2 l < 6, 
1431 d 4 *** ,lq,,l d&IfxE R,th en, x = q1 u1 + y, where 11 y 11 d &?S. If we fix E = n8 it follows 
that every coordinate of x is nonpositive, as desired. 
We want to find a lower bound for the right-hand side of (4). We will do this by choosing the 
remaining free parameters - P, the Qis, CI, 6, and ye - such that 
--& expMs0) + 3Wa, Pa) - $1 
> exp(QiGi + g(So) + +h(Pa + Qiyiy Pa + Qiyi) + f), i = 1, . . . ,m. 
Taking logarithms, we get 
g(s0) + #(Pa, Pa) - 3 - log(m + 1) 
> Qidi + g(So) + ih(P~ + QiYi, Pc~ + Qiyi) + $9 i = 1, es s 7 me 
Dividing by Qi and rearranging, this condition simplifies to 
- 6i - Ph(& yi) 2 
log@ + 1) + 1 
Qi 
+iQih(yi,yi), i = 1, . . . ,m. 
Using the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, we see that the right-hand side is minimized for 
Qi=/~</%ZjZi=i, 
and for this choice of Qi, (5) then becomes 
- 6i - Ph(Ct, ri) > J2(lOg(m + 1) + l)h(yi, yi), i = 1, . . . ,m. (6) 
We take CI to be H-‘ul/ 11 H-‘ul 11. Then h(a, Uj) is zero unless j = 1, when it is K, so for i > 3, (6) 
becomes 
6 2 J2(lOg(m + 1) + l)h(yi, yi), i = 3, . . . , m. 
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If we fix 6 = ,/2(log(m + 1) + 1) A, this will evidently be satisfied. This leaves the cases i = 1 and 2, 
which are 
$7 - PK 2 J2(log(m + 1) + l)h(v,, 01) 
and 
--E + Plc > JZ(log(m + 1) + I)&,, VI). 
If we take P = (n + l)d/rc and q = (n + 2)6, these conditions will both be satisfied. 
We then have, from (4), 
es,.’ + p”x exp(g(sO) + +h(Pa, PCX) - 3). 
ForanyxERwecanwritex=q,vi +y,where -.s>qi>--q, IJyll <a&andy.ai =o. 
Hence, using Cauchy-Schwartz, we get 
min eS0.X +PCt.X 2 ~~ll%+~~ll~~~~~~Il~ll 2 e-llSo+PnllJ112+S2(n-l) 2 e-(~~s~~~+P)J~*+62(n-1) 
7 
.XER 
so 
e - sbo) c a, 2 
XER 
~exp(-(Ilso/i +p)Jr12 +d2(n -1) -$I, 
and 
JV’ + d2(n - 1) = s&l + 2)2 + (n - 1) < %23’2J;i, 
p = (’ + ‘)’ < 5 .j”d, and 5n ’ 2 2 e’/2 
K K 2n + 1 
3 
These facts imply (2). 
3. Applications 
The one-variable case: If we take IZ = 1, our Hessian matrix is a scalar. We then find that 1, p, 
and K all coincide and are equal to d2g/ds21s,, which is assumed to be positive. Then 
Y = 3Jm, and our theorem says that if Id3g/ds31 d 3rP3 on [so -Y, so + r], then 
F(sO)eSOY > C a, 2 3 F(sO)eSoY - 8SoJ;i-40. 
XSY 
This is similar to [2, Theorem 23. 
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An example of the use of Theorem 1: For nonnegative integers x and y, let us write (x, y) as an 
unordered sum, 
where the cj’s and dfs are nonnegative integers. Such a sum is called a bipartite partition [l, 3,4]. 
Let uxy be the number of such bipartite partitions of (x, y) with all cis and dj’s strictly positive. We 
will try to estimate C, Q x,y G y ax., where X/Y is small compared to X or Y. For a fixed, sufficiently 
small E, we will take Z' -” < X, Y d Z, and let Z become large. 
We have 
F(s, t) = 1 axye-SX-tY = fl (1 -e-cs-dt)-l, 
x7 Y c,d=-0 
so 
g(s, t) = 1 -log(l - e-cs-dt). 
c,d>O 
We have the estimates 
g$ = (- l)k+’ sty;g;;,, (1 + O(s + t)), s,t+o, k,IEZ,o. (8) 
Xs + Yt + g(s, t) then has a local minimum at 
so = (5(3)XY P3 
X (1 + O(w)), 
to = (I(3)XY P3 
Y (1 + O(w)), 
where w = Z-1/3+E (so so = to = O(w).) At this point, the Hessian of g satisfies 
1 d 2r(3)s,‘t,‘(s,2 + ti2)(l + O(w)), p a+[(3)s;‘tly1(s: + &‘(l + O(w)). 
Also, evidently, p d IC < II. For E sufficiently small, (1) is then satisfied. Using the (crude) estimates 
(8), (2) then gives us, for small E, 
3(C(3)XYP3(1 + O(w)) > log 1 axy 
XCX,Y<Y 
2 3(l(3)XY )“3(1 + O(w)) - O(Zr’3+&), 
so 
log c uxy = 3(5(3)XY )I’3 +  o(zl’3+&). 
x<X,y<Y 
We can improve this bound by using a more precise estimate for g. For example, we have [4,5] 
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for a certain function d(z). (This expression was first found in [3], for the case in which s/t and t/s 
are bounded. Also, [l] finds a related generating function in this case.) For E sufficiently small, the 
minimum of Xs + Yt + g(s, t) is then [3,4] 
We can obtain uxy from the generating function by looking for the constant coefficient of 
exp(Xs + Yt + g(s, t)) when it is expanded in powers of e-’ and e-‘. This can be extracted from 
exp(Xs + Yt + g(s,t)) by integrating twice over some paths in the complex plane. We can then use 
the saddle point method to evaluate these integrals, using the minimum of Xs + Yt + g(s, t) as our 
saddle point. This is done in [4] (or, for X/Y and Y/X bounded, [3]) giving an asymptotic value for 
uxy, namely 
logaxy = m + _=logl(3) - @ogXY - log27rd + o(1). 
Summing this, we get 
log 1 Gy = m -+logc(3) -*logXY - log2rrfi + o(l), 
x<X,y<Y 
so our upper bound is only off by a factor of C(XY ) ‘I3 The lower bound, however, is still off by . 
a factor of exp (O(Z li3 +“)). 
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